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A day of challenge-led
workshops in quantum
computing hardware,

software, and applications
bringing together industry

leaders and academic
experts.

QCTIP fosters discussion
between theorists and

practitioners of quantum
computing. The workshop
includes keynote speakers,

invited and contributed talks
from academia and industry.

QSL will celebrate its 1st
birthday in April 2024, following a

year of identifying end-user
challenges in the adoption of

quantum computing and
investigating quantum

advantage.

One week, three events    |    Edinburgh    |    15th-19th April 2024

Diamond Sponsor 
£15,000 (limited spaces)

Benefits Include:

Sponsorship Opportunities

Exclusive speaking slot (10-15 min TBD)
during both major events, QCTiP24 and QSL.

A seat on the thought-leadership panel
session in QSL first year anniversary
networking conference

Top-tier logo placement on the Quantum
Week landing page + RSVP websites + Top-
tier logo placement on events booklet +
sponsorship mentions on Social Media
communications

Pop-up banner space + desk for brand
exposure throughout the week

5 complimentary tickets for the entire
week’s events + 50% additional discount on
QCTIPs tickets for up to 5 representatives
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Gold Sponsor 
£10,000 (limited spaces)

Benefits Include:

Exclusive speaking slot (10-15 min TBD) in
QCTiP24

Top-tier Logo placement on the QCTiP
website + Top-tier logo placement on events
booklet

Pop-up banner space for brand exposure
during the QCTiP event

3 complimentary tickets for the QCTiP
conference + 50% discount on QCTiP24
tickets for up to 5 representatives
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Custom Sponsor
<£10,000 

Support and elevate individual sessions such as
the Conference Dinner, Drink Reception, Poster
Sessions, and other ad-hoc opportunities during
the Quantum Week.

Benefits vary depending on the session and can
include:

Pop-up stand or exhibiting booth

Logo visibility on the Quantum Week events
websites and booklets
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For more information on sponsorship opportunities or to tailor a unique sponsorship package
that fits your brand's needs, please contact QuantumSoftwareLab@ed.ac.uk
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